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The Trump Effect and Student Mobility: What’s Next?



The Trump Effect

A collection of forces resulting from the election of Donald 

Trump that will both encourage and discourage study abroad 

participation. As a result, study abroad offices and third party 

providers will need to re-evaluate outreach and messaging.



What are stakeholders saying amid the new political climate?

Are there strategies for maintaining student interest in uncertain times?

Enrollment/Short Term Response

How will we know if this is a long-term issue?

How will the field of international education react? 

Looking Ahead

How can we best prepare students for international study in the

Trump Era?

Active Students/on-site atmosphere? 
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The 9th of November, 2016

The day after...



The Current Climate

What are we hearing from study abroad offices regarding the 

Trump Effect?

How are advisors and providers navigating the new political 

environment? 

Are there strategies that we can pursue to maintain student 

interest in anxious times?



The Clouds

General Anxiety

Fear of Anti-American Sentiment

Desire to Stay on Campus to Resist

Foreign Students Concerned by EO

Secondary Effect of Declining International Students



The Rainbow

A Desire to Re-Engage with the World

Longing to Experience new Perspectives 

Serve as a Bridge for Peace

Loss Aversion: Study Now Rather than Risk an Uncertain 

Future



What do local Site 

Directors and 

students currently 

on the ground have 

to say about it?



Site Directors

● Argentina 

● Australia (Gold 

Coast) 

● Australia (Sydney) 

● China (Shanghai)  

● Costa Rica

● Czech Republic 

(Prague) 

● Ecuador 

● England (London)

● England (London)

● Florence

● France 

● Ghana

● Greece 

● Hawaii

● Ireland 

● Italy (Rome)  

● Japan

● Peru 

(Cusco) 

● Scotland

● South Africa 

● Spain 

(Madrid) 

● Thailand



Site Directors
● Questions: How is the U.S portrayed in the media, their idea of student’s general sentiment of being 

removed, what pre-departure tactics will help students adjust, and how does campus climate affect 

adjustment

● What are they doing to help students adjust?

○ Recommending language classes in countries where the native language is something other 

than English, so student can better understand local media

○ Shared links to local news sites in their country

○ Create a safe space for students to speak freely or allow them to “escape” if they wish

○ Recommend talking to students prior to departure about 

■ Talking to people with opposing ideas 

■ Being open minded

■ Preparing students that the topic may not be as taboo in other cultures

■ Prepare students to think about the climate and culture beforehand and how it may impact 

their experience

● Bring local staff into Pre-Departure orientations

○ Address concerns about returning back to the shifting U.S



Students 

Questionnaire 
● Where are you currently studying? (Response Primarily: Spain, The 

Czech Republic, Costa Rica, and Greece)

● Where are you from? (Responses range all of U.S)

● Scale of 1 - 5 (1 being very uncomfortable and 5 being extremely 

comfortable)

○ How often students are asked about U.S Politics

○ How comfortable they feel engaging in these conversations

○ How openly they feel they can express their opinions

○ How isolated these conversations make them feel

○ How often do students feel as though they have to explain 

themselves and their opinions

● Open ended style questions

○ What has being abroad taught them about the U.S

○ What would have helped student feel better prepared to response 

to these questions about the U.S political climate



68.4%

ISOLATION
Reported feeling low to severe 

isolation as a result of the U.S 

political climate abroad

57.2%

QUESTIONED
Reported being asked about 

U.S Politics frequently to often

OPENNESS
Overall, slightly over half of 

students feel like they can 

express their opinion openly
57.9%

Approximately 1 in 3 students feel as though they have to explain

themselves and their opinions to locals or international students

COMFORT
Reported feeling moderately 

comfortable having these 

conversations
52.6%

What could you have done to be better 

prepared for these questions?

“I could have prepared a polite statement regarding

the fact that I do not wish to state my opinion or

contribute to the conversation while abroad.” -

Student Response

Students Response



Student Feedback

“I was looking forward to leaving the US after the craziness of the 

election. When major events are happening, sometimes I am glad I'm 

not in the US but sometimes I wish that I was. My studies at home are 

so centered around politics so I know that if I were in the US, I'd be 

fully immersed in the situation and getting all the details. I get to 

discuss politics in one of my classes here, and sometimes even in 

restaurants with random people, but it's’ certainly a much different 

experience. I don't always know all the facts (because I really don't 

have time to get them) and I get to hear the European perspective. 

But I think that I'm exactly where I need to be right now.”

- Anonymous Current Participant

What has being abroad meant to you 

during this time of political change?

“A sense of what reality should feel like. 

The oppression was either non-existent 

or lowered significantly during my time 

away. This could be due to other 

factors like me being able to speak 

Spanish but the feeling impacted my 

life and views on USA society. I felt 

what inclusion should feel like ironically 

enough, in a country that is not my 

own.”

- Anonymous Current Participant

“It has helped me remove myself from the situation and be able to think 
about it more clearly. But it has also been hard not being there in person to 
support my friends who were hurt and scared by the political change. I 
wanted to attend the marches with my friends and family, but I was here.”
- Anonymous Current Participant



Common Trends

● Europeans  and other foreigners are well versed in U.S 

politicas and Current events

○ Students wish they had more knowledge of current events 

and U.S relations with their host country

● Allowed students to gain perspective on global political shifts 

(look outside the “U.S bubble”

● Students reported being able to step back and develop their 

own political identity

● Other student reported that talking won’t necessarily change 

anyones opinion

● General atmoshpere depends on host community dynamic

● Some students enjoy “escaping”

● Concerns regarding geographical locations

● Preparing student for re-entry during this shifting climate

“I have been able to more thoroughly

develop my own political identity by

being abroad during this time, and I

have learned the importance of

politics, if not on a national scale, than

on an international scale. I have also

come to appreciate the complexities of

other countries political systems and

how the US way of doing politics isn't

always the best way/most productive

way of doing it.”



Looking to the future. 

Industry Response. Making Connections. Applying real data



Making the connection between politics, journalism, and mobility data

2017 data and beyond will help determine results of the Trump effect:

● Is an increase or decline in enrollment broad, 

regionally contingent, or focused on the 

outbound/inbound market? Is the correlation to political 

climate backed up or spurious?

● Does rhetoric and journalism alone have efficacy on an 

industry? Has immigration policy specifically 

changed/what events have transpired internationally? 

● Can we make a correlation between US mobility data 

and UK mobility data post Brexit?

● How does the perceived political climate differ between a Trump presidency and an Iraq-era Bush 

presidency? Can we make connections? What was the IE response?





The pervasive nature of journalism and rhetoric: 

How we talk about things, how much we talk about things…. 

Executive Order/Immigration/Recruitment
How Trump's Executive Order Could Affect College Students - The Atlantic

Trump and Immigration - The Chronicle of Higher Education

International Students Wonder What a Trump Administration Will Mean for Them - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Implications of Trump's presidential victory for international and undocumented students

Students abroad grapple with responses to Trump victory

Even Before the Travel Ban, Signs of Weakening Interest From Students Abroad - The Chronicle of Higher Education

6 Reasons Trump’s ‘Extreme Vetting’ of Travelers May Already Be the Norm - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Prospective International Students Show New Reluctance to Study in the U.S. - The Chronicle of Higher Education

New Travel Ban Still Sows Chaos and Confusion - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Universities Spoke Up in Case That Led to Ruling Halting Trump’s Travel Ban - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Donald Trump and International Student Mobility: What Next? • Student.com

Campus Life
An ‘America First’ Presidency Clashes With Higher Ed’s Worldview - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Sanctuary Campus - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Muslim Ambassadors on an American Campus - The Chronicle of Higher Education

As Trump Crackdown Looms, a Syrian Student in Indiana Worries About His Future - The Chronicle of Higher Education

Correlations to Brexit
Post-Brexit European Bookings To The UK • Student.com

Enquiries from European Students for the UK Almost Triple • Student.com

Trump Effect: Basics Higher Ed Reading List

Considering the voice of the IE/Study 

abroad office/provider. What are we 

adding to the conversation? What are 

we putting on our blogs and social 

media. The political atmosphere is the 

combination of events, policy, and the 

surrounding discourse.

https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/01/how-trumps-muslim-immigration-order-could-affect-higher-education/514925/
http://www.chronicle.com/specialreport/TrumpImmigration/90
http://www.chronicle.com/article/International-Students-Wonder/238395?cid=wcontentgrid_433_2
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/11/10/implications-trumps-presidential-victory-international-and-undocumented-students
http://www.browndailyherald.com/2016/11/11/students-abroad-grapple-with-responses-to-trump-victory/
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Even-Before-the-Travel-Ban/239152?cid=wcontentgrid_433_5
http://www.chronicle.com/article/6-Reasons-Trump-s-Extreme/239420?cid=wsinglestory_433_1
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Prospective-International/239468?cid=wcontentgrid_433_5
http://www.chronicle.com/article/New-Travel-Ban-Still-Sows/239419?cid=wcontentgrid_433_2
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Universities-Spoke-Up-in-Case/239128?cid=wcontentgrid_433_2
https://www.student.com/articles/donald-trump-and-international-student-mobility-what-next/
http://www.chronicle.com/article/An-America-First-/239067
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Sanctuary-Campus/239289?cid=cp95
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Muslim-Ambassadors-on-an/235765?cid=wsinglestory_433_3
http://www.chronicle.com/article/As-Trump-Crackdown-Looms-a/239004?cid=wcontentgrid_433>7
https://www.student.com/articles/brexit-european-student-bookings/
https://www.student.com/articles/enquiries-from-european-students-almost-triple-brexit/


Applying Information to Action
How can Higher ed institutions, providers, and study abroad 

organizations synthesize action plans from information?

Year Round

● Temple Sparks #YouAreWelcomeHere Campaign for International Students (creative social media 

campaigns through IE to contest American isolationism)

● Generation Study Abroad - Making Commitments to IE, campus diversity, and inclusion

● IE Office to address the political atmosphere through conversation in information sessions

● Developing sound responses to world events, re-working emergency/response plans as events 

unfold

Pre-program/Recruitment Phases

● Addressing political and cultural ambassadorship in pre-departure orientations 

● Starting the conversation earlier in a students educational life. 

○ Buy in from guidance couselors in highschools

○ Webinars for parents of pre-college students (Study Abroad is not a new thing to GenX 

parents)

● Doubling down on the benefits of study abroad/cultural exchange: The Rainbow

● Assuring intern/service learning students are prepared for the reality of discourse in the workplace



Applying Information to Action
How can Higher ed institutions, providers, and study abroad 

organizations synthesize action plans from information?

Onsite

● Maintain open channels for discussion with site staff/provide campus resources

● Weariness of stressing the over-importance of political identity and cultural ambassadorship. A 

student goes to learn and experience as a primary objective. 

● Onsite staff to keep students aware of in-country political happenings. (Strikes in Italy, EU unrest 

due to Brexit, economy, and instances of extremism

● Responding to political anxiety as a form of culture shock, but also as a topic of its own. 

Post-program

● Targeted evaluation information (what are the student needs, and how do they differ by location)

○ Targeted site staff evaluations (what was seen, what was said, what was the student 

atmosphere from a professional perspective 

● How will alumni talk about their term abroad?



Audience

● What have you heard from your students?

● How can we help students feel better prepared for studying abroad during this 

time of political transition? - ideas

● How do we prepare onsite staff to address this during orientation/throughout 

the program

● How do we create a safe space for student’s opinions?

● Is re-entry a concern? 

● How evaluations can be used to assess student need?

● Overall thoughts?


